From the hype of web 2.0 paradises, the world seems to be running on data. People have bowed in cascades to the magnificent "disguised as free" exchange. Instead of inter-defined social situations individuals are mostly "running after the" never-ending fluxes of today's social configuration. Experience is being restructured through material and immaterial processes, in an overwhelming part-in social production and partly also in social reproduction-autonomous of fleshy creators. In neoliberalism, capitalism becomes not simply another media (Fuchs, 2007), capitalism is the media, and mediatization becomes the pivot of social ordering, strongly decreasing the demos' transformative action possibilities.
individuals give/make to such figurations, in the process of reframing the world. Rather than which Media Effects are determining what, we must analyze what "digestion" with which absorptions/eliminations/reframings result from the intense Media Reflections on individuals "habitus": what rearrangement occurs in individuals' cognitive system and with which consequences to society (Scott, 2011 ) (DiMaggio, 2003 ?
Methodological Framework
An interdisciplinary methodology with a deeper contribution from the observed individuals is here proposed. Simply put, we want to know what "hits" people daily, what grabs their attention, what public issues and private troubles (Mills, 1959) they work daily with, through which mitigations and operabilities.
For this purpose we will align with a mixed methods approach: first, individuals' quotidian will be auto-characterized (Socratic Questioning) in three non-intrusive phases: 1 diary of the daily "hits"; 1 exo-classification sheet of the "hits"; 1 endo-classification sheet of personal reflexivity on the "hits". This methodology will promote reflexivity in successively contemplation, analysis, and comprehension.Thus, we will mobilize tools from Pedagogy and Psychology, while operationalizing Sociological and Communicational frameworks and concepts. During the same period of time under which subjects are observed, we will proceed with a systematic construction of a database of media trends (all media, new and old). The last source of triangulation will be the fixation of the life histories of the individuals under analysis. This approach will allow for the dismembering of the "inner conversations" and reflexivity, thus for a clearer view of the alterations in individuals' cosmovisions and reworkings of the "individually operable".
An understanding of how/why the intensity of the mediatization of the social is catalyzed/contradicted by individuals and with which inner/outer readjustments in validating operable figurations and ways of acting is thus achieved. This is of extreme relevance for it is individuals' pivotness, as an inexorable gate of Mediatized Capitalism, which primarily keeps feeding the new order.
Expected Contributions and Results Achieved So Far
No findings yet. The project is near the end of research design. This project theoretical contribution rests in a rereading of present times as those of a Mediatized Capitalism. We bridge to major processes of social ordering that came to its maximum strength with the becoming of todays' fully and deeply interconnected social configuration-the process of mediatization, deepened into "deep mediatization", and the process of capitalism, deepened with neoliberalism. Both symbiotically growing and spreading one on the other through society.
Also, theoretically, we propose a reanalysis of media embedding with society at large, and, consequently, propose a revaluation of the Media Effects paradigm and all its instances in favour of a conception of the dominance of a Media Reflections paradigm, with a prominence of more microrelational processes rather than macro-structural ones.
Methodologically we will mobilize a novel interdisciplinary approach with technical contributions from Pedagogy and Psychology and conceptual contributions from Sociology and Communication Studies. In addition, we bring individuals fully to the fore.
Only through this integration of theoretical and methodological can we characterize and understand the centrality of individuals in the reconfiguration of today's societies.
